Access VBA Programmer Services
Get control of your coding needs using our professional
services. Very affordable!
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Applications
Microsoft Access is a powerful desktop database that allows us to create a good solution for managing your data.
We can build you a solution that allows you to share your database with coworkers over an intranet, and find and
retrieve information quickly.

Access is a great application development tool and may be the right tool for your next project especially if you favor a
Desktop Database approach. However, you need to be sure to use the right tool for the right job. There are things you should
consider BEFORE choosing ANY application development tool. Call us today for a FREE consultation with Mike Prestwood to
discuss your project and tool selection. Mike Prestwood is our President & CEO, and author of six programming books.
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From a single 4 hour task to ongoing development.
Our position on legacy systems written in Microsoft Access is that it usually makes sense to leave
it in Access especially if you prefer a Desktop Database approach or don't have the budget for a
conversion to a nondesktop database approach. The problem is finding programmers that can
program in that tool. Luckily, Prestwood can fulfill your legacy programming needs. We can add
that needed feature or remove that annoying bug. We can even upgrade you to the latest version
of Microsoft Access.
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If your business doesn't have a computer department or your computer department is over extended, Prestwood can help.
Use your support account for code audits, to get developer help, complete projects and for maintenance type work.
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Conversion Projects
Projects
If you're looking to convert your existing Microsoft Access application to a leading technology, Prestwood can help.
We can convert your existing Microsoft Access application to another technology such as Borland Delphi or Visual Studio.Net
(C# or VB.Net). In addition, we can convert your application into a web application or extend your Access desktop application
with a website. For websites we use either ASP Classic, ASP.Net, or PHP.
As a demonstration of our skills in converting your application we invite you to view our Access VBA Conversion Guides. These
guides were developed by us (primarily by Mike Prestwood with input from our developers). We are experts in the languages
we support.
Visit www.prestwood.com to review our 12+ Access VBA conversion guides.
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4. Personal
Personal Developer
Developer Support
Support
Are you an Access VBA developer? Do you sometimes want expert advice? Sometimes it's nice to have a codeveloper to
assign tasks to, take over development of certain areas, ask questions of and bounce ideas off of. Open a Support Account
now and we'll assign a developer to work with you and you can also consult with Mike Prestwood on an as needed basis.

www.prestwood.com

For service: 9167265675
or support@prestwood.com

